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Структура и свойства диаграмм Реджо-;.шллера
в случае фруасоаровского наоышения

В работа развивается модель, приводящая к ц.руас-

саровскому насыщению различных дифракционных и

недкфрэкционных проциссоъ рождения частиц. Jcxa-

новлс-ны ограничения на структуру диаграмм Реджо-

Мюллера в этой модели. Проводится также сравне-

ние моделей поиерона, диполя и фруассарона.

4 model leading to the Froieeart saturation in

various uondiffractive and diffr&ctive production

ргооеввев is elaborated. The restrictions on a

etructurw of Segge-Uueller diagreas are obtained

in the modal. A comparison is made of the pomeron,

dipol* and froieearon modele.

btruotur* and Properties of Reg£b-Muelier Diagrams
for tli* Caa« of Froieeart Baturatioa
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Amongst simple models with rising total hadron-hadron cross

sections, one can pick out two aoic groups which differ by the

multiplicity of Regge polos dominating in the elastic forward

scattering.

The first group includes models in which the elastic scat-

tering amplitude at t =0 is described by the t -channel

exchange of a two-fold Regge pole. As reg4:r<ie the character of

singularity at t f- 0 , different variants have beon considered

in Literature, e.g.

i) vacuum singularity is a double Regye pole at all t [i-4]

ii) double pole at t =0 results from a collision of two

simple poles [ 5»6>] 5

iii) when t /• 0 , the amplituciQ is described by the cont-

ribution of two branch points colliding at fc -O u
 f;J ,

We shall conditionally call these models the dipole aodelw.

The models referring to the second group lead to the Froi-

ssart saturation of total cross sections ( C^ -̂  U,'j ). Here

the elastic scattering amplitude with Z-o havo a three-fold

Regge pole. It can arise froms



- ь collioiou оГ three simple Regge polee [б] i

- a collision of two branch points
 L
?] .

IVo coiai/tor here models la which the dipole and the frolsaa-

ron ai?e loputf. but not a result of iteration (as,for example,

it occurs in schemes where the input vacuum reggeon is a aimple

pole with Intercept larger than one [в] ).

The essential point in elaborating a scheme with the dipole

or tiie froisearon is the study of different high energy processes

of tiiffractive particle production, i.e. the investigation of asy-

mptotic behaviour of Begge-Mueller diagrams in which reggeone are

the iromerous, dipolea or froissarons. For the oae* of dipole thia

question has been investigated in detail in Refs. [2-4] . Here we

consider the asymptotic behaviour of Hegge4lueller diagrams for

the case of the Pro!вeart saturation. In items 4 and 5 we shall

compare the dipole and froiesaron models.

2. Following Ref. [ б ! , let us consider three simple Regge

poles whose trajectories interaect at t^»O and have Ы^(о)=1.

At email t these trajectories can be parametrised as

ott(t)

Separately, each of the three polea considered contributes

to the scattering amplitude as follows

fc.«-H-ivi.)*
1
"

where & and So are some oonatants, к - о , + or — .

Let ue consider the ooll laion of thi'ce poles, whioh i s desc

ribed by a partial-wave amplitude of the form
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If 4>(it°) Ф °» °° .then a three-fold pole emerges In this

point, and this pole combination ensures a rise of the total

0Г088 Section <4i (fcVv S/So) .

Taking into aooount the identity

(H-)li-

the contribution of this pole combination to the elastic scatter-

ing amplitude ia defined by the expression

Elastic cross section rises in this case as well r^{tn, S/£.o) [б].

When t - О , Eq. (4) is the contribution of the three-fold

t- -channel Regge pole, and here we have

Си)

F(s,o) = f (oi
K
) A (s,o)

where К = o , + or — , and
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2* We now study the asymptotio behaviour of several types

of multiperticle diffractive production processes. We briefly

state a scheme for calculating oroee seotions exemplified by the

following processes of the ( M.+ 1 ) shower production (because of

the bulky formula, we do not cite intermediate expressions which

can be easily restored using the expressions and statements given

here and in Refs. [5
f
4-»9])«

(7)

а Ь

If the shower masses increase with S =(f>a + Pb)
a
 i then

the Regge-Mueller diagram

K X •• >OH (8)

correspond asymptotically to cross sections of the process

(7). In the diagram (8) reggeons with crosses on lines are cross-

ing with respect to the showers, Bquares of their four-momenta

equal zero, and orossee denote that the discontinuities in the

corresponding shower masses should be taken» Hote that when calcu-

lating differential cross section of the process (7), the diag-

ram (8) is not integrated over momenta of reggeons in loops.

In what follows we shall consider the diagram (8) in which

the resseons with crosses on lines are the froissarona. As

of their four-momenta are equal to aero, these froissarons are

three-fold Regge poles, and, according to Eq. (5),
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(9)

The diagram in the right-bend side of Eq. (9) can be easily repre-

sented through a product of more simple, one-loop diagrams ̂ 3i^l •

In Refs. [3,4,9] the diagram (8) has been studied, in which

the reggeons crossing to showers are the dipoles. It has been estab-

lished that in this case the reggeons in loops can be the pomerons

only (i.e. simple Begge poles), or more soft singularities. It is

obvious that the same restriction on the structure of Regge-Uueller

diagrams ia needed in the case of a froissarons as well. Moreover,

the transition from dipola to froissaron imposes an additional res-
i

triction on the character of а рошегоп singularity which describes

the interaction between showers in the process (V).

Let the pomeron in loops of diagram (6) is a simple pole with

a regular-in-zero trajectory. The factorization properties of simple

Esgge poles allow one to express ̂ 3,4,9 - 11 ] a one-loop diagram

through four- and eix-point amplitudes. Using the expressions for

the latter in the reggeon and triple-reggeon limits, respectively,

we can define a differential cross section of the diffractive pro-

cess considered. Calculating a total cross section of this process,

we choose, following Ref. [3], the integration range in such a man-

ner that the sizes of showers aud the gaps between them on the rapi-

dity plot change with energy proportionally to the rapidity-plot

length.
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Analogously, the processes of auoh multiparticle diffract!ve

production, when one or both initial particles do not dissociate

fbhe second and third diagrams in table 1 correspond to them), are

calculated.

Asymptotic behaviour of three types of the Regge-Mueller

diagrams is shown in table 1. It is seen from the table that the

diagrams with simple P -poles in loops violate the Proisaart res-

triction. Therefore, if we want to oonsider multiparticle processes

vdth Froissart saturation in showers and with pomeron exchanges

be'tween showers, then the pomeron must obtain the properties diffe-

rent from that of simple V -pole. With fixed character of the po-

raeron singularity at zero-square of the transferred momentum, we

с я я only change a speed of the diffractive cone shrinkage with

energy, that is, pass from a P -pole with |t!e{{ «^l/vws to

the 1? -singularity with itleU « ^ i / W s *\ This singula-

rity can be realized as a collision of two branch points whose

trajectories have square-root left-hand cuts. In the case of the

four-particle amplitude these requirements are satisfied when

a partial-wave amplitude is chosen in the form

•) Note that Regge models do not allow [б,12] a more rapid shrin-

kiifse of diffractive cone,, Actually, for a cone with ltl
ĉ
**kvf s

the к poles should contribute whose trajectories are different

branches of a function with branch point of the К -th order at

\: "0 . But for K.>2 , some of the trajectories have \z -i(t<o)<O,

th'it leads to a violation of the unitarity.
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The contribution of this branch-point pair to an amplitude is

asymptotically

where A (s,t) are defined by Egg. (2). This choice of

P(s»t) is naturally not unique. Following Ref» [ 7]
t
where the

geometrical requirements are used, one can consider the collision

of two square-root i -branch-points. This ambiguity» however,

is not essential for our purpose. Here only the behaviour with

energy P(s,o) and )dt j P(s,tjj is of importance.

When the froissaron couples in triple-reggeon vertex with

two pomerons having properties similar to those of (11), the

Hegge-Mueller diagrams under question behave asymptotically as

shown in the last column of table 1. It is неen from the table

that such a structure of the Hegge-Mueller diagrams does not

lead to a violation of the Froieaart restriction.

4. Table 2 shows the asymptotic behaviour of several pro-

cesses with production of one and two showers in the pomeron,

dipole and froissaron models (remind that the names of the mo-

dels reflect the character of particle production in showers,

-while the vacuum reggeons available in diagrams of table 2 have

the properties established above and in Refs. [2-4,93 (
see

also review [11] ).

Лэ seen from table 2, the nondiftractive production of

one shower dominates asymptotically in the poneron model, while

in the dipole and frr>i3saron models both the nondiffractive pro~

duction of onо or several showers and the diffractive production

of several shov/ers with initial particle dissociation have the
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same behaviour when energy changes.

In all models under consideration the three processes of one

shower production - nondiffractive production ( €>нг> ) • central

iiffractive produotion ( бсьр ) and single dlffractive dissocia-

tion ( 6*SDD ) - behave at S -*• oo in such a manner that

(12)

5, We want to empasize that the dipole and froissaron models

differ not only by the oharacter of singularities which describe

particle shower produotion but also by the character of the pomerons

which couple showers between themselves or showers with particles.

In the dipole model, both the dipole itself and the pomerons

coupled with it are characterised by radii increasing with energy

f* У U s
1
 i while in the froissaron model radii of both objects

inoreaee <ч» U*u S .

This conclusion can be interpreted as follows. Let us imagine

that when several showers are produced diffractively, several zones

radiating particles exist inside the interaction region. The assump-

tion ia natural that the whole interaction region, the radiating

zones and gaps between them increase with energy proportionally to

each other» Then the reggeons corresponding to radiating zones and

nonradiating gaps must be characterized by the same radius. Since

it follows from the unitarity that the interaction radius in the

case of the Proissart saturation must increase u w S , then the

pomerons coupling with the froissaron in the Regge-Mueller diagrams

must possess this property as well.

Finally, when the dipole and froissaron models are compared

by a degree of their complexity and by a convenience in phanomeno-

logioal applications, the dipole model is, in our opinion, prefer-

able. The advantages of this model are revealed when generalizing
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the reggeon calculus for the case of rising total cross sections

We thank A.I.Bugrij and A.S.Sorin for useful discussions.
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table 1. Asymptotic behaviour of some Regge-Mueller

diagrams for- t.vo types of the pomeron singu-

larity. F is the froiesaron and ? is

the pomeron.

Eegge-Mueller diagrams

v ? г с Р

 t

? is
simple

(U

a
pole

.H+-Z

,f

Pis the pair

const



Table 2. Aaymptotic behaviour of total cross eactions o£

one- and two-9bower production prooesaea in the

pomeron, dipole end froiaaaroti шоЛэ1.8.

Processes

3

Ж

Pomeroa

const

!
Dipole

const

(Cvtsj

tvtS

n

i

Froia- !
earon j

j

4-
O)MSU |

Us
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